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Please keep your mic off 
if you are not speaking

Use the chat to post 
questions and comments

There will be time for 
Q & A 

The session will be recorded 
and shared via the NAEEA 

website and socials

Protocols



Supporting 
students to 
meet learning 
outcomes:

Generative AI and assessment in 
enabling education



GenAI and enabling assessment

How do I make 
assessment tasks 

genAI proof?

How do we 
deal with 
ChatGPT?

How can students 
use genAI to improve 

their learning?

How can 
academic integrity 

be ensured?

When is it okay for 
students use genAI in 

assessment?

What does an 
authentic assessment 

task look like in the 
age of genAI?
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• Post questions in the chat
• We will have time for questions after all panellists 

have presented



N A E E A

S u p p o r t i n g  s t u d e n t s  t o  m e e t  l e a r n i n g  o u t c o m e s :  

g e n e r a t i v e  A I  a n d  a s s e s s m e n t  i n  e n a b l i n g  e d u c a t i o n

1 5 t h S e p t e m b e r  2 0 2 3



T r a n s p a r e n c y  a n d  o p e n n e s s  - c e n t r a l  c o n c e p t

• Problems:
o Students were confused about where/when/how/which AI tools can be used
o Much genAI discussion has an academic integrity framing, implying illegitimacy – but we want 

students to discuss it openly
o There’s no one-size-fits-all approach; different learning objectives

• Have taken a transparent and open approach
o John’s information literacy course (Future Ideas)
o Tamra’s English Language Studies course

• Learning objectives and assessment validity front of mind
• If genAI can be used, can students still demonstrate they’ve achieved the learning objectives?



F u t u r e  I d e a s  

• Information literacy course/unit

• Needed to ‘embrace’ genAI as a new form of interacting with information

• ‘Critical AI literacy’ approach

• Early emphasis on the limitations of genAI tools

• Formative activities to show acceptable uses

• Guidance on genAI use in assessments



What are the limitations of generative AI?

• GenAI output is based on statistical probabilities

• GenAI tools do not understand meaning

• GenAI tools do not ‘know’ anything

• GenAI tools therefore cannot do analysis

• GenAI tools can make things up
• ‘Hallucination’ is a bad term

• GenAI tools are biased
https://www.transformingsociety.co.uk/2023/02/10/chatgpt-the-worlds-largest-bullshit-machine/

‘Bullshit’ in that it doesn’t care about truthfulness – because it doesn’t understand 
truthfulness

Environmental costs, bias, parroting old knowledge

Week 2 lecture video slide

https://www.transformingsociety.co.uk/2023/02/10/chatgpt-the-worlds-largest-bullshit-machine/


A c t i v i t y  – A I  t o o l s ,  s e a r c h  t o o l s ,  a n d  

k n o w l e d g e  p r o d u c t i o n

In this activity you will form groups and use an AI tool 
or a search engine to investigate a topic and consider 
the credibility of the information.

• About half your group should use an AI tool (e.g. 
ChatGPT), while the other half will use a traditional 
search engine (e.g. Google).

• Once you have found some information, compare
and discuss the results with your group members:

1. What information did you find out?

2. What was the source/s of the information?

3. Do you think the information is reliable? 
Why/why not?

4. What are the benefits and limitations of each 
tool your group used?

The topic to investigate is:

• The level of Antarctic 

winter sea ice 2023 and 

how it compares to 

previous years

Write up your group’s 

response to these questions in 

the shared PowerPoint – see 

the discussion board for the 

link.

Week 2 formative activity



R e s e a r c h  q u e s t i o n  r e f i n e m e n t



R e s e a r c h  q u e s t i o n  r e f i n e m e n t





A s s e s s m e n t  t o p i c  b r a i n s t o r m i n g



A s s e s s m e n t  p a g e  g u i d a n c e



A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t  i n  t e m p l a t e



S o  f a r…

• Open/transparent approach seems to be working

• Less concerned about genAI use than I was a few weeks ago



E n g l i s h  L a n g u a g e  S t u d i e s

T h e  c h a l l e n g e s  o f  i n t e g r a t i n g  

g e n A I …
• Overall course objectives- To explore how students can use language effectively to 

communicate ideas and knowledge in academic, social and professional contexts.

• Involves developing:

grammatical knowledge, vocabulary, syntax, writing structure, summarising, 

paraphrasing, oral presentation skills, building arguments etc.

- GenAI has capabilities to meet most of these course objectives. Can create 

fairly sophisticated text outputs. 

- But! Not always accurate..



A  

f u n c t i o n a l  

m o d e l  o f  

l a n g u a g e

• Systemic Functional Linguistics (Halliday, 1985; Martin & Christie, 

2005)

• Language is a meaning making system

• The relationship with language, text types and context

• Why is this relevant to genAI?

• Understanding of text types and pragmatic language use → know how 

to critique and then re-engineer prompts

Image: Pham, M. (2019). Week 4 Lecture Slides: A Functional Model of Language. Learnonline. https://lo.unisa.edu.au/course/view.php?id=17603.



P r o p o s e d  c h a n g e s  t o  

c u r r i c u l u m / a s s e s s m e n t

• Encourage and emphasise the importance of student writing outputs first- IN 

CLASS.

• Writing and live-editing of students’ writing IN-CLASS. Using models from 

genAI (including Automated Paraphrasing Tools) to analyse and critique for 

writing structure, word choice, language, content. 

• Prompt engineering 

• Students provide rationale for why their prompts are re-worded based upon 

their critique



I n - c l a s s  w r i t i n g  ( p a r a p h r a s i n g )  a n d  l i v e  e d i t i n g

Model, compare and critique.

Original Text: ‘Culture is the shared view of the people belonging to that culture. Culture creates patterns of behaviour, patterns of 

recognition of what is going on and dictates rules about how to behave. Culture is learned behaviour that influences our attitudes and responses 

to other cultures (Dwyer 2009, p. 34).’

1st Draft Student Writing:

According to Dwyer, (2009, p.34) reports that, culture is people from same bunch share their brainwaves. Culture makes inhabitants 

do same stuffs and know things in the same way. Culture bosses us around and tells us what to do. Culture is a learning habit, it 

messes with how our thinking and action go when we meeting people from other bunch (Dywer, 2009, p.34).

Model/Compare/Critique with genAI output:

Teaching critical text 
analysis for prompt 
engineering and then 
re-engineering…



A I  f o r  Tr a n s l a n g u a g i n g

• Translanguaging pedagogy provides opportunities for bi-/multilingual speakers draw upon their linguistic 

repertoire to achieve their communicative purposes in different contexts (Garcia & Wei 2014).

• Translanguaging and transknowledging can be enabled by AI translation tools (Google Translate) and APT

• Reading is challenging for English language learners

• Using AI translation tools to comprehend and analyse content in multiple languages might provide 

opportunity to develop L2 acquisition (Heugh et al., 2022).

• Action research study on translanguaging (Pham & Ulpen, in press)



O t h e r  u s e s  o f  g e n A I  i n  t h e  

l a n g u a g e  c l a s s r o o m

• Socratic dialogue- Use genAI as a debating opponent to brainstorm and 

consider all sides of the argument- great for developing verbal articulation of 

argument 

• Further language learning and pronunciation practice (Duolingo, Andy, 

Mondly)

• Vocabulary development- generating images based upon vocab prompt input



S u g g e s t i o n s  f o r  a c a d e m i c s  – s h o r t  
t e r m

• Make sure assessment instructions and assessment relevance are made 

very clear, and opportunities are available to seek further clarity

o i.e. address reasons why students might be inclined to resort to AI 

(vast majority of students are not ‘cheats’)

• Include details about AI use (acceptable or not and why) on each 

assessment instruction page

• Make assessment topics as specific and personalised as possible so 

simple AI prompts aren’t enough
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U s i ng  “ Two  La ne ”  A s s e s s m e n t  

D e s i gn  t o  Suppor t  S t ude n t s  t o  

Ac h i e v e  Le a r n i ng  Out c ome s   

N i c k  P r a t t



Shifts or Choices in Learning Outcomes 

for Written Assessments?

Benchmarked Common Learning Outcomes from Report 

(NAEEA, 2023, p. 38)

“On completion of an enabling program, a student will 

demonstrate:” 

• cognitive skills to understand, analyse, synthesise and 

critically evaluate information”

= Writing to learn and demonstrate content mastery (Shibani, 

2023)

• “academic literacy skills fostering the written 

communication of ideas, theories and analysis”

= learning to write (accuracy, grammar, punctuation, word choice, 

academic style) (Shibani, 2023)

https://enablingeducators.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/Report-on-Benchmarking-of-Enabling-Programs-Across-Australia-2023.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DexanCWb2KE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DexanCWb2KE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DexanCWb2KE


Shifts or Choices in Learning Outcomes 

for Written Assessments? Which one is 

easier for AI to bypass?

“On completion of an enabling program, a student will 

demonstrate:

• “cognitive skills to understand, analyse, synthesise, and 

critically evaluate information” (No?) 

= Writing to learn and demonstrate content mastery 

• “academic literacy skills fostering the written 

communication of ideas, theories and analysis” (Yes?)

= learning to write  (accuracy, grammar, punctuation, word 

choice, academic style)



Process writing assessments, e.g.

Research Essays, demonstrate evidence 

of cognitive skills   

(Flower & Hayes, 1981)

https://www.jstor.org/stable/356600


Intelligence Augmentation

• Development of cognitive skills may be lost if 

students outsource process writing tasks to 

machines, and these skills are ‘critical life skills’ 

essential to ‘critical thinking and decisions’ 

(Shibani, 2023)

• And in the broader liberal tradition of education 

the role of the university is to develop human 

capacity for thinking not just make students ‘the 

human in the loop’ (King, 2023)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DexanCWb2KE
https://www.themonthly.com.au/issue/2023/april/richard-king/machine-learning#mtr


Construct Validity 

On completion of an enabling program, a student will demonstrate:” 

“cognitive skills to understand, analyse, synthesise and critically evaluate 

information” (NAEEA, 2023, p. 38)

Construct Validity - How can we be sure the assessment design demonstrates what 

we say it does when cognitive skills can be outsourced to machines?

https://enablingeducators.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/Report-on-Benchmarking-of-Enabling-Programs-Across-Australia-2023.pdf


Construct Validity 

Messick (1995) notes one method to establish if an assessment 

performance is an accurate measurement of a content domain 

(learning outcome) is whether the performance is generalizable 

beyond the assessment performance itself. He states that “evidence 

of such generalizability depends on the degree of correlation of the 

assessed tasks with other tasks representing the construct or 

aspects of the construct” (p. 746) 

https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED380496.pdf


A ‘Two Lane’ Approach 

(Liu & Bridgeman, 2023)
Lane  1 = Assured “Assessment of 
Learning”

Lane 2 = Human-AI Collaboration in 
“assessment as learning”

• In-class contemporaneous assessment
• Viva voces or other interactive oral 

assessments
• Live simulation-based assessments
• Supervised on-campus exams and tests
• Use of google docs so student activity 

is monitored, e.g. , AI cut and paste

• In-Class or Out of class process writing 
using AI for intelligence augmentation, 
e.g., researching, drafting, editing

Establish construct validity by collecting test scores evaluating the 

convergent or divergent validity of two parts of a single 

assessment OR two assessments designed to demonstrate the 

same learning outcome.  

https://educational-innovation.sydney.edu.au/teaching@sydney/how-can-i-update-assessments-to-deal-with-chatgpt-and-other-generative-ai/


Cynical view of students?

• “We do not foresee a viable middle ground between the two lanes. It needs to be assumed 

that any assessment outside lane 1 (i.e. that is un-secured) may (and likely will) involve the 
use of AI.” (Liu & Bridgeman, 2023)

• “Large-scale research into student rates of contract cheating, for example, indicated that the 

perception there were frequent opportunities to cheat in assessments increased the likelihood 
of exhibiting cheating behaviours.” (Bretag et al., 2018 as cited in Sullivan et al. 2023).

https://educational-innovation.sydney.edu.au/teaching@sydney/what-to-do-about-assessments-if-we-cant-out-design-or-out-run-ai/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/03075079.2018.1462788
https://journals.sfu.ca/jalt/index.php/jalt/article/view/731


What about the students?

• Collective teacher efficacy (Hattie, 2015) is highly effective for 

student learning – do all tutors at your centre agree about the 

decided approach to assessment and AI?

• AI as equity leveler and enabler (Sullivan et al., 2023)

• Explicit instruction around expectations for human AI 

collaboration (Transition Pedagogy Design)

• Assessment for learning rather than assessment of learning  

to reduce motivations to cheat (Cochrane & Ryan, 2023)

• Consider challenges enabling students may face when 

engaging with AI – develop “automated feedback literacy”

• Foster critical Engagement with AI, what can’t AI do? … at 

least for now! (Shibani, 2023)

https://psycnet.apa.org/doiLanding?doi=10.1037%2Fstl0000021
https://journals.sfu.ca/jalt/index.php/jalt/article/view/731
https://transitionpedagogy.com.au/fy-curriculum-principles/design/
https://melbourne-cshe.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/4671856/ChatGPT-and-Academic-Integrity.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DexanCWb2KE
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Interactive Oral 

Assessment (IOA)

43

Griffith 

University 

Sway 

Resource



Interactive Oral Assessment

Genuine and unscripted 
verbal interaction between 

assessor(s) and 
student(s)

Framed around an 
authentic workplace

scenario

Opportunities to 
synthesise and extend 

learning beyond the 
limitations of the written 

assessment

Ensures a high level of 
academic integrity

Academics are assured 
of students' knowledge 

and skills

Enhanced student 
engagement and 

outcomes

44
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Formative or 
Summative

Individual or 
Group

Easy to design 
and manage 

Scalable and 
flexible

Scaffolded 
within a subject 

and/or a 
qualification

Source: Griffith University Sway 45

IOA Features



What does it 

look like?

46



Embedding 

IOA in a 

subject

Source: Sotiriadou et al. (2020)



Sample Recording and 
marking exercise

Academic Skills Workshop –
How to prepare for your IOA

Learning Activities

A sample recording

Developing Resources for students

https://csu.au.panopto.com/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=0e59431b-a15f-4265-94e9-ad9e0009904c&start=0


Student feedback

49

It was realistic Good alternative to 
other written 
assessments

Made you think on your 
feet, more applicable skill 

set towards real life 
situations

Enhancement of my 
oral presentation 

skills

Practice, 
communicating, time 

management

Made me engage with the 
learning at a detailed level which 

enhanced my learning

More confidence in 
tackling assessments that 

are a little different

Beneficial to deliver my work in oral 
format, I could explain more 

comprehensively, allowed me to delve 
deeper into my works



Staff feedback

Confidence in students' 
knowledge and skills

Assurance of students' 
readiness to join their 
professions

Feedback is truly 
heard

Improved 
academic integrity

Impact on teaching 
and learning 
strategies

Marking is faster 
as compared to 
other assessments



Summary

51

Interactive Oral Assessments helped to enhance 
students’ engagement and employability skills

Improved academic integrity

Helped to establish connection between staff and 
students

Helped to accommodate student diversity.

Will help to address academic integrity challenges posed 
by the artificial intelligence gen tools
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Thank you



Charles Sturt University

Dr Michael Brickhill

SCU College, Southern Cross University

GenAI Practice 
Guide 
(nested within an educative approach 
to Academic Integrity)



Charles Sturt University

The emergence 
of GenAI as an 
issue:

• Release of ChatGPT 4 in recent 
months has raised and widened 
concern about use and impact of 
students’ use of and access to 
Generative Artificial Intelligence 
(GenAI) sites and/or software.

• Several universities have revisited 
and updated policies in relation to 
Academic Integrity.

• This is a rapidly evolving situation…..

• What I say today could very well 
change in the next few months        
(or even weeks!)



Charles Sturt University

What we are 
doing about it:

At whole-of-institution level, SCU adopts an educative 
approach to academic integrity:

• Helping students to understand academic integrity, 
develop agency towards academic integrity and 
promote practice of academic integrity

• Previous presentations in NAEEA webinar included 
examples of how this can be incorporated into 
assessments…..

• There has been a shift away from a punitive approaches 
towards an educative approach (sector-wide).

• We educate students when they can/cannot use GenAI, 
but sometimes there can still be breaches….. hence the 
GenAI practice guide being presented today …..



Charles Sturt University

What we are 
doing about it:

At whole-of-institution level, SCU adopts an 
educative approach to academic integrity:

• Changes have been made to online support 
materials for students

• Changes have been made to policy and 
procedures

In relation to online support materials:

• SCU’s Centre for Teaching and Learning are 
currently adding GenAI information to the 
mandatory Academic Integrity module that all 
new students must complete……



Charles Sturt University

Mandatory module on academic integrity

Have you seen the quiz on the learning site?

Students must achieve a 
mark of 90% or greater, 
otherwise unit grade(s) 
withheld at end of study term



Charles Sturt University

GenAI Practice 
Guide:

In relation to policy and procedures

• Assessment, Teaching and Learning Policy - updated 13.3.23
• Assessment, Teaching and Learning Procedures - updated 11.4.23
• Academic Quality, Standards and Integrity Policy - updated 13.4.23
• Academic Integrity Guidelines updated - 26.5.23

• GenAI Practice Guide - supplementary to SCU’s Academic 
Integrity Guidelines endorsed by SCU’s PVCAQ 16.6.23

• Guide includes list of signals for markers to search for which may 
indicate unacceptable use of GenAI

• If a marker suspects 
• GenAI has been used beyond acceptable limit(s) as stated in 

an Assessment Task description; or
• Use of GenAI has not been appropriately acknowledged

then they must look at the student’s submission and collect 
evidence before deciding whether to refer a student for possible 
investigation….



Charles Sturt University

GenAI Practice 
Guide:

To refer or not 
refer?

One of three conditions must be met:

a) The student was informed, in writing prior to the submission of 
the assessment, that GenAI was NOT to be used in the assessment 
task AND there is supporting evidence (checklist 1-9); or 

b) The student was informed, in writing prior to the submission of 
the assessment, that GenAI MAY be used in the assessment task 
but the assessment task was completed using GenAI beyond the 
acceptable limit as defined in the Assessment task AND there is 
supporting evidence (checklist 1-9); or 

c) The Turnitin AI Report (not the Turnitin Similarity Report) 
indicates a high probability (percentage) that the assessment task 
was generated by GenAI tools AND you there is additional 
supporting evidence (checklist 1-9); AND the assessment task was 
completed using GenAI beyond the acceptable limit as defined in 
the Assessment task. 



Charles Sturt University

GenAI Practice 
Guide:

Signals 
associated with 
each condition

The student used GenAI, when they were informed, in 
writing prior to the submission of the Assessment, that 
GenAI was NOT to be used for the Assessment Task 

If signal present – what is the evidence?

▪ Include Assessment information where student was informed, 
they must NOT use GenAI for this assessment task (e.g., attach 
a copy of the Assessment task/information/booklet); 

▪ using checklist 1 – 9 show where/how they have used GenAI
in the Assessment task. 



Charles Sturt University

GenAI Practice 
Guide:

Signals 
associated with 
each condition

The student used GenAI beyond the acceptable limit as 
defined in the Assessment task. This is where they were 
informed, in writing prior to the submission of the Assessment, 
that GenAI MAY be used & the limits of that 

If signal present – what is the evidence?

▪ Include assessment information where student was 
informed, they MAY use GenAI & the limits of that 

▪ using checklist 1 – 9 show where/how they have used GenAI
beyond the acceptable limit as defined in the Assessment task. 



Charles Sturt University

GenAI Practice 
Guide:

Signals 
associated with 
each condition

The Artificial Intelligence Report (AI Report) in Turnitin 
indicates a *high probability (%) that the Assessment item was 
generated by GenAI tools AND you have sufficient additional 
evidence to support that. 

If signal present – what is the evidence?

▪ Include assessment information where student was informed 
whether they may or may not use GenAI & any limits. 
▪ Attach all 3 versions of the Turnitin Similarity Report 
(originally submitted, PDF & Text only). 
▪ Attach a screenshot of the Tii Artificial Intelligence Report 
that indicates a high probability (percentage) the work was 
generated by GenAI tools. 
▪ using checklist 1 – 9 show where/how they have used GenAI
beyond the acceptable limit as defined in the Assessment task. 

*The Tii AI Report probability % is not a reliable indicator that 
GenAI was used. 



GenAI Practice 
Guide

Checklist 1-9

Marker works through the additional evidence (1-9), types the information required under each number, or attaches the evidence 

preferably in a single Word (.doc) file. 

1. List example/s in the assessment task (attach word doc or list here) where the student has NOT completed the assessment task that was set 
(e.g., the task asked for X and the student did Y). 

2. List example/s in the assessment task where the student has NOT used the resources or ideas from the unit or modules (e.g., MyReadings, 
module topics etc.). 

3. Were in-text citations and references required in this assessment task? YES | NO 

4. Did the student use in-text citations and references in the assessment task, as required by the assessment task? YES | NO. Provide details. 

5. List example/s of references that are suspected of being fake or non-existent sources. 

6. List example/s where the in-text citations did NOT match the contents of the article being referenced? (e.g., if an in-text citation is referring to 
X, does the article refer to X, or something else entirely?). 

7. In this assessment task, is the student’s writing unexpectedly different to their other writing? YES | NO. (if ‘yes’, attach copies of earlier writing 
e.g. email from student). 

8. Other evidence. Include any other detail here and, or attach evidence of that. You might find other signals, such as document properties 
(author different/document creation and edit time is just minutes etc). 

9. Record of interview (or email sent to student) including their response to specific questions asked about the assessment they submitted. This 
interview and or email is aimed at providing them the opportunity to demonstrate it is their own work. Do they understand and can explain the 
content they submitted? 
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Questions 
and answers



In the age of generative AI, effective assessment design for Australian 
enabling programs has become a crucial endeavor to ensure that students 
are meeting their intended learning outcomes. Leveraging the capabilities 
of AI, educators can craft assessments that not only measure knowledge 
acquisition but also evaluate a student's ability to apply that knowledge in 
real-world contexts. These assessments should be dynamic and adaptable, 
taking advantage of AI's ability to generate personalized questions and 
scenarios tailored to each student's unique learning journey. Furthermore, 
educators must maintain a balance between formative and summative 
assessments, providing ongoing feedback to students while also gauging 
their overall progress. Additionally, ethical considerations regarding AI-
driven assessments, such as data privacy and algorithmic bias, should be 
addressed to ensure fairness and transparency in the evaluation process. 
Ultimately, effective assessment design in the era of generative AI 
empowers Australian enabling programs to foster a more personalized 
and inclusive learning environment, where students can truly 
demonstrate their mastery of essential skills and knowledge.

The final word from ChatGPT…?



Thank you to 
our presenters 
today and to 
everyone for 
attending. 



ENABLING ASSESSMENT SIG
Assessments play an important role in promoting learning and
preparing Enabling students for university study while allowing
Enabling educators to make informed decisions about student
progression and attainment of skills and knowledge. Our purpose
is to facilitate dialogue around the principles and uniqueness of
Enabling assessment practices, while promoting evidence-based
practice and innovation in assessment within Enabling education
and the wider higher education sector. Although as Enabling
educators we often know and have anecdotal evidence that
indicates the impact of certain types of assessment practices on
student success, this SIG aims to promote robust, informed
arguments for assessments that lead to better outcomes for all
students.

Dr James Valentine is a lecturer in the Tertiary Enabling Program at Charles 
Darwin University where he has been preparing students to study science at 
university since 2013. Prior to this, James spent six years teaching 
undergraduate science. James’ move into the enabling space has seen him 
develop a special interest in assessment design that scaffolds student success 
and aids their transition into higher education. James also has an interest in 
the role that enabling assessment plays in preparing students to successfully 
tackle assessment tasks as undergraduate students at university. 

Dr Liz Goode is a Teaching Scholar in the Academic Portfolio Office and SCU College 
at Southern Cross University, Australia. She coordinates SCU College’s Transition to 

Uni pathway program for recent school-leavers and has a background in teaching 
academic literacies. She is currently researching the principles and impact of 

immersive block models of higher education. She is interested in exploring best 

practice and innovation in active learning and blended curricula, and how these 

approaches support the success of diverse and non-traditional students.

CALL OUT FOR NEW MEMBERS

When you JOIN A SIG, you join a community of like-minded 

individuals who can bring about change. 

Contact the facilitators below to be a part of this team.

Dr James Valentine

(james.valentine@cdu.edu.au),

Charles Darwin University

08 8946 6607

Dr Liz Goode

(Liz.Goode@scu.edu.au),

Southern Cross University

02 6659 3157

mailto:james.valentine@cdu.edu.au
mailto:Liz.Goode@scu.edu.au
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